**EVACUATION PLAN**

**SIGNERS' HALL, FS402**

**FLOOR 1**

**CALL 911**

**FIRE**

**POLICE**

**MEDICAL**

In case of fire, pull fire alarm, use exit stairs, close all windows and doors, do not use elevator.

Fire alarm will sound as chirping electrical horn, strobe light will flash.

**PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES**

Call 911, report your location, proceed to the nearest exit or exit stairwell and await assistance.

**EVACUATION SITE**

**SYMBOL LEGEND**

- Red: Emergency Egress Path
- Orange: Elevator
- Green: You Are Here
- White: First Aid
- Blue: Stairs
- Black: Alarm Pull Station
- Green: Emergency Assembly Area

*For revisions or copies contact DDC Drafting at UAF-DDC-CADD@ALASKA.EDU*